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Press writer Original Price: 32.00 yuan Author: Publisher:
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Binding: Folio: Published :2012-11-1 Printing time: the number
of words: Item ID: 22890918 Description thirteen steps Mo Yan
absurd artistic techniques to use in 1988 describing the
intellectuals and the real life a masterpiece. High school
physics teacher Fang Fugui exhausted due to have to give the
vice mayor Wang make way for plastic surgery. was stuffed
into the freezer. actually absurd resurrection. But that his dead
wife Tu Xiaoying refused him re-enter the house. The funeral
home premium beauticians Lee Cicadas change the death and
resurrection Fangfu Gui Rong Cheng Zhang red ball. their
husbands to let him in place of the podium to the students of
their lawful husband. to do business to make money and let the
real Zhang red ball. The real Zhang red ball like a wandering.
become homeless - in real life the original order no longer
exists. About the author Mo Yan. Gaomi. Born in 1955 in a large
population of farm...
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ReviewsReviews

This composed book is excellent. This really is for all who statte that there had not been a worth reading through. Your
life period will probably be change as soon as you total looking over this ebook.
-- Cheya nne B a r r ows-- Cheya nne B a r r ows

The book is fantastic and great. I have go through and i also am certain that i will planning to read through once
more once more down the road. Its been printed in an exceedingly simple way and is particularly simply a er i
finished reading through this publication through which really changed me, change the way i think.
-- Ha nk Powlowski-- Ha nk Powlowski
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